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COLLOQUY and KlCKSHAWS each have two repeated letters. Even WORD WAYS has one
 
repeated letter. This makes them ideal candidates for which to find isomorphs, words with the
 
same letter pattern and no crashing letters. Here, I attempt to find an A-Z of isomorphs for each
 
of them.
 
Words can be found in the Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd Edition, unless stated otherwise.
 
hod. "'" Hodge's Handbook of American Indians, long = Longman's Dictionary, w2 "'" Webster's
 
Second Edition.
 
Locations, by country, are taken from The United States Board on Geographic Names:
 
IAustria lChina JPoland 4Egypt sRussia ~Indonesia 7Maldives SLatvia 9Russia IOChina "Belarus 
ISOMORPHS OF 'WORD WAYS' 
AMICABLE ~ACK..J2.0NE ~HOI~EST QECOQfNG ESOTERIC 
EIVEEOLD QEORQIAN HATCHING INSPIRED :iUNSiOCH I 
KNUCKLED LINOLEUM MAHOMITE t!EG~OTH (w2) QPTIQNAL 
fLUM£ING QIGEQUAN 2 RESCRlPT ~QUA~HED IACITURN 
!JNIQ1[ELY YESUyIAN not possible K YNGLYCHE 
ZAKRb,EWO.3
 
ISOMORPHS OF 'COLLOQUY'
 
AIR-RIGHT (long) BARRACKS not possible DIPPINGS EARRANTS 
FIZZIEST GUn-URAL HIPPIEST IAITAREN (hod) JJBBlNGS 
KJITIMAT (hod) LiPPIEST MATTADOR NARRATED OUTTURNS 
PASSAGES QATTARET 4 RJBBIEST SENNEKAW (hod) TLAALUIS (hod) 
UIGGINSA 5 VACCARES WAGGABLE X. y ATTASTE (hod) 
ZEPPELIN 
ISOMORPHS OF 'KICKSHAWS' 
ADJAOPENO 6 
FARFINOU7 
;;-ot possible-
BRIBEABLE 
GORGEABLEi:"YULiSHTI "8 
CANCERITE 
HASHEMITE 
MARMELlSi 
QURDENITg 
ISLINGTON 
:t!EANTICOI (hod) 
gXTENSIOtf 
J 
QENOCYTI~ (w2) 
EAUPER1S~ Q ISEARGUlNQ ~OUSE-Wlfg TENTACULA 
UNAUDITED VAGVOZERO 9 W X YEH-YUN-K® 10 
ZAOZ&RTSg ll - - - -
MUTUAL ISOMORPHS 
WORDWAYS COLLOQUY KI CKS HAW S 
HAT CHI NG SENNEKAW AD] AOPE N 0 
UNIQUELY LI PPJ EST UNAUDI TED 
SQUASHED TLAALUI S TENTACUL A 
ESOTERI C WAGGABLE EXTENS ION 
JUNSJOCH 
67 
